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A  w o r d  f r o m
F o c u s :
i n s i d e  d a t a
m a g a z i n e

It is with great pleasure we bring to you issue 10 of our

data and analytics influenced magazine; 'Focus: inside

data magazine' 

We hope you have enjoyed our new revamped

magazine over the last 2 years! In this special edition

we bring you the top 5 most popular articles from our

last 4 issues. 

The Data and Analytics industry is going from strength

to strength and Focus: inside data magazine, aims to

keep you up to date with sector specific changes, news,

trends and emerging technologies as they happen. 

We hope you enjoy your read. 

Thank you,

Keeli MacMillan,

Editor. 
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When  the  Sky  i s  the  Limit ,
Why  the  Resistance  to  the
Cloud  ?  

Andrew  Linton

Companies across the globe are moving their data

and analytics platforms to the cloud. Doing this

opens- up better scalability, security,

manageability and lowers costs. 

 

So, why is it that some companies are still reluctant

to make the move?

We caught up with Andrew Linton, Managing

Director of Data and Analytics Service provider,

Analytics8, to get his thoughts on the benefits of

cloud migration and why he feels it is still being

met with some resistance. 

 

Based on his previous experience, Linton believes

that the main cause behind the reluctance is that

companies are finding the whole idea of migration

completely overwhelming.

“With so many cloud providers, methods, and

models, it can be easy to be overwhelmed by

the migration process. PaaS vs. IaaS vs. SaaS

and Public vs. Private vs. Hybrid are some of

the many choices you will have to make, but

you are not the first to do so. Companies of all

sizes and complexity are successfully

migrating to the cloud with well thought out

strategies.” Says Linton.

As well as the scale of the move, time seems

to be another factor in companies avoiding

the process. However, Linton strongly

believes with some forward planning the

long-term benefits of the cloud far outweigh

the transfer timescale concerns.
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"Moving your data management and analytics

platforms to the cloud is a major project that

can take months or even years, depending on

the appetite to redesign, approach, company

regulations, planning (or lack thereof), and

much more. However, migrating to the cloud

is a sound long-term investment that will help

you act fast, increase efficiency, and allow you

to focus on what you are there to do for your

customers.”

Although the cloud promises to reduce the

burden of on-premise infrastructure for IT

management, cloud environments still require

specific skill sets to correctly leverage its full

power and potential. 

Linton told us;

“Companies running data and analytics on-

premise have either hired people to manage

third-party providers that are responsible for

infrastructure, applications and security, or

hired teams with the right expertise and

committed to continually invest in their skills

and environments they manage.

We see that the third-party route often

restricts responsiveness and innovation of

internal technology teams through lengthy

provision times and disproportionate costs.

And while the in-house option works for some

organisations, it's often difficult to justify on-

going investment in updating skills and the

technologies, and those businesses can get

left behind.

 

"Migrating to

the cloud is a

sound long

term

investment

that will help

you act fast"

Today, we see companies with a cloud-first

strategy partner with smaller specialist firms to

plan and execute their move to the cloud, then

continue that partnership with a focus of enabling

in-house teams to attain the right expertise to run

the cloud-based services.”

This need for extra expertise and skill sets seems to

be another a major hurdle for companies

considering a move to the cloud. 

Putting the reasons for resistance aside, we

wanted to delve into Linton’s experience and find

out why he believes moving to the cloud is a great

move for businesses, and he wasn’t short of

reasons why.

"Simply stated; time-to-value, capability, scalability,

security and cost. Cloud is levelling the playing

field for businesses of any scale. The

pay per use model and the ability for small teams

to do more with the latest technologies has been a

game-changer."
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Cloud computing companies handle

components of IT infrastructure better than most

organizations could do themselves. They are

often better in

terms of maintainability, scalability, security, and

cost. In the same way that a retailer may

outsource distribution of their products to a

company with a

core competency in distribution, many

companies outsource some of their IT

infrastructures to companies with a core

competency in IT infrastructure.

[in terms of cost efficiency] “It is difficult and

costly to manage and maintain a server network.

By outsourcing these tasks, you trade capital

expenses (servers, data centres, etc.) for a

variable expense and only pay for what you use.

While data volumes continue to flux, cloud-

computing platforms allow you to dynamically

scale both storage and computing power to

quickly meet your needs while paying only for

the resources you need.

Equally, there are cloud-only services that act as

incredible accelerators and the companies that

are embracing the as a service model and seeing

huge benefits."

Click here to be part of the Focus

conversation 

Linton also gives credit to the benefits of the cloud

for accounting departments.

“A simplistic definition of a Capital Expenditure

(CapEx) is an expense incurred now to realize

future benefits, while an Operating Expense

(OpEx) is an expense required to support a

company’s current day-to-day operations. These

very basic definitions explain why companies’

Accounting departments typically prefer to realize

computing expenses as OpEx to CapEx,

but there are additional benefits.

CapEx requires assets to have utility beyond the

tax year in which they were purchased, and only a

fraction of expenses can be deducted each

year – the amount of which is variable (and often

confusing and controversial!) depending on the

depreciation method(s) employed by a company’s

Accounting department. Conversely, the entirety

of an OpEx can be deducted immediately.

This simplicity of accounting for OpEx is another

reason subscription-based cloud services are

attractive to companies’ Accounting

departments.”

"The pay per use

model and

the ability for small

teams to do more with

the latest

technologies has

been a

game-changer"

https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
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"No matter how

sophisticated and

cutting edge a piece of

server hardware is

today, it will soon be

obsolete"

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

So, what about security? As we know today, this

is a very real concern for companies. According

to Linton if it's data security you are wanting,

then look no further than the cloud. 

“Security breaches are an everyday occurrence.

Nefarious hackers snatch valuable data from

companies, regardless of size, industry, and

geography. Moving to the cloud can help

mitigate your security risk. The leading cloud

platforms offer robust security frameworks,

maintained by a small army of the industry’s

best security professionals armed with the latest

training and tools to help keep hackers at bay.

Some providers often take shared responsibility

for any breaches.”

Linton then gave us some insights into the

future of data and analytics platforms and what

a cloud migration could offer its users. 

 “No matter how sophisticated and cutting edge

a piece of server hardware is today, it will soon

be obsolete. By essentially outsourcing to a

cloud company whose raison d’etre is to

provide the most attractive server hardware,

companies can be assured they’re always paying

for the most current and performance server

environment available.

Cloud providers are constantly releasing new

features and functionality. Service integration,

performance, and security continually improve so

that building and managing your cloud

environment become easier and more efficient.

Moving to the cloud allows you to be at the

forefront of new releases to get ahead of your

competitors.”

 

All in all, through his experience Linton, makes a

very strong argument for the Cloud and with

everything listed above its easy to see why. 

If you would like to know more about
Analytics8 or discuss your move to the cloud
visit analytics8.co.uk or reach out to
Andrew directly at alinton@analytics8.co.uk

Andrew Linton 

Managing Director, Analytics8

http://analytics8.co.uk/
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How to lead in times of

uncertainty 

Howard Greenwood

During this time of unprecedented national and

international crisis, leaders need to retain

clarity of thought to critically evaluate and solve

intensely challenging issues that will ultimately

have a profound impact on the future health and

security of their businesses and their valued

colleagues.

 

 Over the coming weeks, your staff will be looking

intently towards you for decisive and inspirational

guidance and leadership, so who is guiding,

supporting and counselling you, the Leader? 

 

As a Leader, your immediate priority needs to be

cashflow! You need to create a 12-month cashflow

forecast, with rolling 13-week cashflow plan.

 

As a leader, you need to be realistic and prepare a

13-week cashflow plan to give you visibility

over the next quarter and update it weekly. Create

three flows, best case, middle case (most likely to

happen) and worst case. That way if applying for

loans or talk to your bank, you have a complete

overview of your business finances. 

 

Understanding your creditors and debtors is

critical. Chase down outstanding debts and agree

payment plans where relevant, but ensure to use

the appropriate tone of voice with clients as you

might be doing business with them again.

 

Talk to all your suppliers and look to negotiate

payment holidays etc. but remember they are in

the same boat as you so again to use the

appropriate tone.

 

Utilise the Government's job retention scheme

where appropriate but if you are making staff

redundant rather than furloughing then, consider

using a recruitment agency as an outsourcing

service. This will help with PR later down the line

as well as helping assist the employees you are

making redundant find new employment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

'As a Leader, your immediate priority needs to

be cashflow! You need to create a 12-month

cashflow forecast, with rolling 13-week

cashflow plan.'
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Click here to be part of the Focus

conversation 

Review your current client; have daily

conversations with clients – identify those who can

bounce back quickly and/or have a good recovery

plan, and align your business to theirs, this will

help you discover new opportunities.

Lookout for clients who will recover slowly or not

at all!  Have a plan in place now about how you are

going to approach these clients. Assess all clients

previous spend and what part of your business

they utilised to understand if you and the client are

getting value for money.

Like reaching out to your suppliers, reach out to

your clients, and be supportive, understand

their current issues, their potential urgent needs

and their short, mid and long term recovery plans,

make sure you are a part of them.

It is important to avoid having a complete

"spending paralysis" you need to spend

wisely and invest time and money into things that

will have an immediate impact on your recovery.

Stopping all spending will paralysis the business.

'Like reaching out to your

suppliers, reach out to your

clients, and be supportive,

understand their current issues,

their potential urgent needs and

their short, mid and long term

recovery plans, make sure you

are a part of them.'

Think about the perception you are giving out to

your staff and your clients, people have long

memories, and how you treat staff, supplier and

clients NOW will dictate who they treat you in

future.

 

No leader should be an island, consider seeking

outside advice from a business mentor to ensure

you are taking and making the wisest of decision

for now and the future.

If you would like to know more about
Howard Greenwood or LoveWorkLife visit 

loveworklifeconsulting.com

https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
http://analytics8.co.uk/
https://loveworklifeconsulting.com/
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CREATING  A  DATA
STRATEGY:  6  TOP  TIPS  

CHRIS  TABB,  LEADING  EDGE  IT

I have been working with Data my entire career

and recently put together my top 6 tips to be

considered when implementing a Data Strategy. 

Each company will have its unique roadmap, but I

believe it starts with a Data Community, then

many other activities can run in parallel; a Data

Strategy is a Team Sport.

 

 Here are my Top 6 tips

 

1. Create a Data Community for Collaboration with

the Business

 

No one person can define and realise a Data

Strategy. I've been involved in many Data

Strategies over the years and seen the debate of

whether it should be business-led or IT-led. I think

the answer is that it should be a community-led. 

 Identify your company's Data Evangelists

 Remove the noise and identify the real             

issues

 Share the actions identified across the

Stakeholders

 Work together to break down the

decisions

 Use the output to identify requirements

and a Backlog

 Define, Review and Refine Data

Principles

 Document decisions and design patterns

The more business involvement, the more

likely for it to succeed, removing the 'Them

vs Us' or the 'Business not understanding IT'

and 'IT not understanding the Business' - that

I've seen in many companies and both are

usually right. The critical thing is the strategy

needs to support business objectives and the

direction of the organisation.

 

After you have formed your Data Community.

You can use it as a vehicle to
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"No one person can define and

realise a Data Strategy"

2. Create Building Blocks that collectively realise

your Data Strategy.

 

Agile has become the 'defacto standard' approach

for delivery. But the execution is critical.

'Rome was not built in a day'. You need to build out

over time, creating good foundations and

infrastructure and then build great Data Products. I

will use some real-life examples, that will provide

some context instead of a High-level statement of

'Doing it Agile'. By creating a customised,

steppingstone approach, that realises your

objectives is the skill. I will break these into the

three components that I use:- Enablers, Features

and Capabilities. But remember you will need to

have acceptance of re-work and ensure it is

prioritised.

Enablers

 

This could be a project using semi-structured data

from multiple sources that needs a standard view

but requires this to be built based on a prototyping

approach to defining the best attributes. This

project would be a great enabler for a Cloud-Based

Solution that supports this functionality (like

Snowflake). Once in, it can become an accelerator

for future projects and provide the foundations for

your strategy. By finding business use cases that

support a change in technology rather than

changing a technology, then finding a use case,

you realise business value from the start.

 

Click here to be part of the Focus

conversation 

Features

 

This could be some additional functionality you

add to part of a project that requires quality and

monitoring checks on the data to ensure it has a

high level of accuracy and availability due to its

business criticality. Once built and implemented,

this could be rolled out across all your data

pipelines so the whole business benefits.

 

 Capabilities

As you start to scale your scale, you can look to

provide capabilities to support your Data

Community. A Data Governance or a DataOps

capability can provide support and

standardisation across your data teams to help

deliver data pipelines. Another excellent capability

is a Data Collaboration tool like Alation that can

provide a platform to share documentation,

Business Glossary, Data Catalogues, Data

Dictionaries, Data Lineage and Data Policies.

3. It's not a one-horse race. Sometimes you need to

bet on two horses in the same race.

Use quick wins–short sprints that collectively help

with the long game. A data strategy is a journey

that never ends, and it is not one long race. You

can't just make an announcement send out an

email, have a company meeting and then expect

everyone to buy into your vision. The best

approach is to build up trust, credibility and

deliver incremental value. You can't expect

everyone to wait until a 2-year project has

completed before you start to get a return on the

investment. Use individual projects enablers that

build new features, that you can then use to

optimise future initiatives using these shared

capabilities. These are the vehicles to enable value

for the Business.

https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
http://analytics8.co.uk/
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"Provide basic data Literacy training to

anybody in the company. You don't know

where you may have a rough diamond. I

recently posted about my own career path;

I did not fit the traditional background path

into data. I showed an interest, was given an

opportunity, took it and have never looked

back"

I attended a webinar recently with Laura Madsen,

and she had a fantastic slide showing the % split of

what the focus should be of a Data Governance

Function.

 

 40% Increase use of Data

 25% Data Quality

 25% Data Management (i.e. lineage)

 10% Data Protection

 

Suppose we start to use this split. That I believe is

the correct way that a Data Governance function

should be viewed, and with these clear

responsibilities and early project engagement, you

will increase the use of data and maintain the

quality that will build trust and assurance in the

data. 

Your Projects, the Business and your users will all

have better success.

 

6. Re-validate historical decisions.

 

It may have been the correct decision at the time. It

may not be now.

 

This is as much political and people-focused as it is

the technology, and if it is not done correctly, you

can make more enemies than friends. It's an

integral part of a Data Strategy, especially when

you inherit mid-flight projects with bad or no

longer valid decisions. Decisions are made at a

point in time with the information and options

available at that time; time does not standstill.

There are many things to consider when re-

validating decisions and you need to be aware of

emotional attachment to historical decisions.

Some may fear of challenging their peers' views.

There may be a feeling of job insecurity created

by these changes, and you will always find some

hidden agenda's in every Business.

 

The best approach is to make the re-validation a

community activity. Review the original and

Current requirements. Define the Options

available and remember doing nothing is an

option and provides a good baseline when

comparing other options. Look to Review Pro's

and Con's of the options as a community activity.

When you have shortlisted the options, have a

Bakeoff or for large-scale purchases an RFP. You

will need to consider the cost and delay in

making any changes that will affect mid-flight

projects. Win over the non-believers using facts;

you can't argue with the facts. Make sure you

provide reassurance that re-training will be

provided to support any changes.

The main thing is to reiterate that it may have

been the correct decision at the time. It may not

be now.

 

Don't let your predecessors' mistakes make you

fail.

Chris Tabb 

Founder Leading Edge IT

https://www.leit.ltd/ 

 

https://www.leit.ltd/
https://www.leit.ltd/
https://www.leit.ltd/
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DIGITAL ALLIES: REPORT ON

5G
Digital Allies are excited to report on the advent of

5G, we may not need it today but as products and

services are built around 5G technology it won’t be

long before it is part of our daily routine.  Annabel

Gill summarises the benefits in her report below;

 

The UK’s first 5G network has just been launched,

with EE releasing the first 5G data contract for £54

per month. 5G takes advantage of next-generation

technology, with speeds of 20Gbps. Supported

mobiles will roll out in stages with Huawei being

one of the early players who began developing its

technology in 2009. Flagship 5G mobiles are

driven by Samsung, Huawei and LG – whilst Apple

is expected to release a 5G connected phone

between 2020 and 2021. 
"5G connectivity will support

millions of sensors

tracking behaviour, enabling

machine-to-machine

communications and creating a

‘smart world’."

 

Evolving from 4G, 5G connectivity will support

millions of sensors tracking behaviour, enabling

machine-to-machine communications and

creating a ‘smart world’. The smart world

encompasses smart city services including 5G

connected cars with the highest computing

intelligence and Huawei’s Smart Hotel; which will

include welcome robots, cloud-connected rowing

machines, computing terminals, and seamless 4K

streaming.

The effects of 5G on digital marketing come as a

result of the increased speed, connectivity and

interactivity. The increased speed allows faster

download times, enhances live streaming

capabilities, has more accurate location-based

advertising and the ability to process more data,

faster. High-speed connectivity allows

communication between devices and objects

which will have an impact on the tracking

of deliveries, emergency vehicle dispatches, more

accurate precision agriculture tracking and allow

the development of smart grids and smart cities.
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Consumers could benefit from 5G connected

marketing as they are able to consume more

content and receive more relevant, personalised

advertising. The 5G customer experience on

mobile will see improved data connection,

increasing personalisation and greater accuracy in

the new era of data precision. This will present

more precise GPS location-based advertising;

enabling shoppers to gain discounts, offers or

invitations from brands straight to their phone   – in

a real-time accessible area.

Using in-store beacons, interactive fitting rooms

and storefront windows allows customers to

receive unique shopping experiences with

customised product offerings and complete

flexibility in omnichannel retail. From this,

advertising can become more intimate –  options

for real-time notification systems that navigate you

through a bricks and mortar shop to find the item

that the system knows is correct for you, the

purchase becomes more tempting as the

consumer finds the product and is offered an

exclusive, personal discount.

True personalisation needs data and tailored

content that can be fulfilled by a 5G connected

world, the abilities of location-based tailoring will

develop as more users and brands are connected

to the network.

Increased connectivity will accelerate mobile

content consumption, using their devices to

browse videos, connect with social media

and immerse themselves in the VR, AR & 360

realms seamlessly. With social media moving

towards video-focused services, they are

transforming into a destination for both

entertainment and networking, with Gen Z and

Millennials being the driving force behind this.

Live streaming will become more frequent, with

higher levels of reach; increased collaboration,

sharing and immersion more apparent with

consumers becoming more engaged as they

interact through comments.

Sustained growth in these areas creates new

revenue opportunities for those who create the

most engaging, innovative customer experiences

and distribution strategies. Growth will improve in-

stream advertising, reducing buffering times and

providing hi-res communications. Artificial

Intelligence (AI) is expected to be a key part of

video production. AI will not only help users find

more relevant content but also provide greater

efficiency amongst digital teams with triggers and

context-variables automatically creating richer

content from highlights from live feeds.

For consumers, the heightened connectivity

potentially poses a risk to data protection. The

volume and speed at which data can be

processed, pushing information through from

personal devices could be considered intrusive.

The Information Commissioner’s Office warns that

the ability of 5G connections could cross the line of

data collection, as Simon McDougall of the ICO

states: “I don’t think the person on the street

knows what is going on and that in itself is a

concern for us”. Constant digital outdoor

advertising through AI algorithms has the ability to

intensify feelings of being monitored, new

legislation must keep up with the introduction of

new technologies through next-generation

connections and need a GDPR compliant code

of practice.

http://searchbi.co.uk/
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Taking another view, 5G connectivity provides

next-gen real-time analytics. Faster, more in-depth

data providing a greater understanding of

customer preferences. This is something that the

global database market has been working

towards, to enable marketers to leverage real-time

information. 5G combined with data analytics is

predicted to disrupt the way we live; these

technological developments are being labelled

‘Industry 4.0’. 5G connections can support

technologies such as the Internet of Things (IoT),

data analytics, AI and cloud computing.

5G networks promise faster processing for data

analysis, making it quicker and easier to collect,

clean and analyse large amounts of data. The

expansion in ability to analyse data opens up

possibilities to use data analytics to power new

technologies, such as self-driving cars. With a fast

data strategy to match the introduction of 5G,

digital marketers will be able to detect declines in

quality of service and quickly amend any issues,

segment real-time traffic and adjust to fix network-

based performance issues with the ability to

communicate in real-time with customers

experiencing a lapse in service, alerting them to

issues and possible remedies.

Not only will the ability to collect data be

enhanced, many metrics will improve with the

customer’s experience getting better. Faster

internet connections lead to slower page loading

times – when a page has a delay in loading there is

a significant increase in reported bounce rate. Not

only does a quick load time improve bounce rate,

but also encourages users to view more pages on

the website, with users visiting an average of 5.6

more pages when page load time is at 2 seconds

compared to 8.

The rollout of 5G will transition into the

connectivity of smart devices. This will range from

(and go beyond) retailers remarketing to your

phone with products you’ve only viewed in-store

to fridges texting your mobile to let you know

you’re out of milk on your way home from work.

For consumers, fifth-generation connectivity will

remove friction in their digital life, this friction often

interferes with brand relationships. For marketers,

the connection provides the ability to engage with

consumers in a more meaningful way and be able

to follow the precise journey and interactions with

the customer.

5G is set to not only go beyond the boundaries of

4G but smash its limits through the improvement

of digital infrastructure to positively impact quality

and of life. The introduction of these new

possibilities will change the way in which

marketers think about our current, everyday items.

Digital Allies are a full-service digital marketing
company based in Newcastle upon Tyne. Visit
their website at www.digitalallies.co.uk or call
0191 500 7900 to discuss how they may be able
to help with the digital marketing requirements
of your business.

http://www.digitalallies.co.uk/
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KEELI MACMILLAN, EDITOR 

It’s no secret that the recruitment landscape has

changed dramatically over the last 12 months.

Where some companies have struggled with the

change to their traditional processes, others have

quickly adapted and thrived. Much of the

continued success of these forward thinking and

adaptive companies has been through investing in

technology and tools to ensure their talent

acquisition efforts continued throughout. One

such tool is Hinterview.

In a world where face to face contact was taken

away Hinterview appears to have provided the

perfect antidote. The two -way video interviewing

tool has been fully optimised for recruitment. With

a click of a button clients and candidates are

brought together remotely making it safe, timely

and convenient for all involved. 

We caught up with Senior Customer Success

Manager, Mason Freeman-Bartley to find out more

about Hinterview, the recruitment market and their

future plans. 

Tell us the Hinterview story, where did the idea

come from? 

“The concept originally came from Andy and Rich
who are our two Directors. They now have over 25
years of recruitment experience between them.
They originally set up their own recruitment
company within the IT industry. There was a
particular incident with a candidate which they had
met and put forward for interview. Having met the
candidate they knew she was fantastic and right for
the role but when the client saw the CV and blurb
they said no and rejected her, saying she wasn’t
what they were looking for. Andy and Rich rang the
client to say, ‘we’ve met the candidate we know
she’s right, just meet her and you’ll love her’. So,
they gave them the benefit of the doubt, met her,
offered her and she still works there to this day.” 
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Add a little bit of body textSo that’s where the idea for Hinterview was born?

 

“Yeah, they thought to get around all that, wouldn’t
it just be easier to send a video clip of the candidate
first so they could see them? So, long story short,
low and behold, that’s how Hinterview was started
just off the back of 1 candidate.”

Operating for 5 years Hinterview has seen

impressive growth, from a small start-up to now

boasting 62 employees at their South East London

head office, with the last 12 months being their

biggest growth period to date. 

So how has Hinterview managed the changing

recruitment landscape within its own strategies

and processes? 

“This time last year the Customer Success
Department was only 5 of us. It was all very different
it was all about face-to-face onboarding and the
onboarding process took months. That very
quickly changed overnight. We grew to a team of
14 tripling in size. The onboarding strategy has
been condensed from 3 months to 4 weeks, things
have just been mad this last year.”

You can see how recruitment has changed within

your own organisation. How do you think the

wider recruitment market has changed over the

last year? 

“Recruitment now has completely flipped on its
head. Face- to- face interviews are now null and
void. But, for the better I think. Candidates now
don’t have to travel hours on end and book time off
for interviews and travel. We can just sit in a coffee
shop, sit at home and meet those people. Its so
much easier for everyone. I think time to value has
massively increased over the last year in
recruitment”.

Do you see this new trend in the way recruitment

works continuing or do you think that old

processes and behaviours will begin to be

favoured again in the future? 

“6 months ago, I’d have said yes absolutely this is
the way its going to be forever. Now we are finding
that clients are wanting to get face to face meetings
booked in as soon as its possible. 
Myself  I’m gagging to get back into the office and
be with my team and build those relationships. I
think it will be a mixed bag. Rather than being
predominant it will be more of a 70/30 or 60/40
split.”

“(Remote interviewing) will still be the first line of
defence, the client will still want to see the
candidate but that can be the biggest time waster,
the initial interview. If we can now have just video
and eliminate some of those early in person stages,
it shortens the time to hire for everyone.”

"Candidates now don’t have to

travel hours on end and book

time off for interviews and travel.

We can just sit in a coffee shop,

sit at home and meet those

people. Its so much easier for

everyone. I think time to value

has massively increased over

the last year in recruitment”."

Click here to have us Focus
on your business

https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/
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DIGITAL ALLIES: REPORT ON 5G

Hinterview prides itself on the tools ability to

maintain the human element of recruitment within

its technology. Focusing less on automation and

more on storytelling, Hinterview allows recruiters

to still do what they do best, selling a candidate to

a client. 

The original Hinterview prototype was created in

2015 by company Directors Andy and Rich. The

recruitment and technology markets are currently

moving at an unprecedented rate, how does

Hinterview plan to keep up with these changes

and improve its service offering? 

“At Hinterview we are constantly evolving, we are
constantly developing the tech. As well as the
service what we give you, what you are paying for is
the ongoing development of the tech. You pay us
we develop it and make it better for you. We are
constantly releasing new features, we change
workflows, we change the buttons, the wording.
We are constantly improving the ease of use of the
platform. Our goal is to make it as seamless and self
-sufficient as possible.”

"At Hinterview we are constantly evolving,

we are constantly developing the

tech...Our goal is to make it as seamless and

self -sufficient as possible"

Hinterview appear to be going from strength to

strength, what are the future plans for the

organisation? 

“In terms of future scope we want to include as
much as we can. We want to get to where our
clients don’t feel the need to use any other video
platform. We want to get to the point where clients
are using Hinterview to meet. You pay us already,
why pay Microsoft Teams, why pay Zoom? Yes, you
pay us for your recruitment, but we want you to use
us for your meetings, your conferencing, your
showcasing. We want to be able to provide
psychometric testing and CRM’s. That’s the big
scope for us, to have a one stop shop for all our
clients.” 

Mason Freeman-Bartley, 

Senior Customer Success 

Manager at Hinterview 

If you want to know more about Hinterview please

visit https://hello.hinterview.com/

https://hello.hinterview.com/


SearchData is the UK's first choice for agile Business Intelligence

and Data and Analytics recruitment. Our success derives from

supplying the highest calibre professionals to specialist markets

nationally.

            

TAKE PART HAVE YOUR SAY

if you are interested in featuring in a

future edition of Focus: inside data

magazine, don't hesitate to get in

touch. We are always interested to

hear from experts to gain new

insights into the industry.

Why not let us know what you
thought of the magazine, and join
the conversation on social media. 
Click the links below. 

Click here to register
Interest

If you would like to contact us or speak to one of our

consultants, click here to get in touch.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/3766372/admin/
https://twitter.com/SearchBI
http://searchbi.co.uk/
http://searchbi.co.uk/
http://searchbi.co.uk/
https://searchdatagroup.co.uk/contact/

